ADDA SCORE SHEET INSTRUCTIONS
ADDA tracks a lot of information for dart enthusiasts, including team standings and a number of individual
statistics. Keeping an accurate score sheet during the match is each captain’s responsibility and is essential to
ADDA’s score reporting. These instructions will explain the score sheet.
Prior to the start of the match, captains should complete their side of the score sheet depending on whether
their team is home or away. A minimum of four players is needed, as a player can only compete in one game
during each set of games (once in singles 501, once in singles cricket, once in doubles 301, once in double
cricket and once in 801). When you have completed your side; exchange score sheets with the opposing team’s
captain. The match can begin once score sheets have been exchanged.
Addas, Player Points and 501 Averages should be recorded after each game and at the end of the match.
Addas are individual stats that measure good throws. A scale of addas appears at the top of the right hand
column of the score sheet. Player points are points each player is awarded for each singles victory, or part of
the points a player assists with during a win in the doubles and 801 games. Each player gets one point for each
victory, with the exception of the two point singles cricket game, where two player points are awarded for the
victory. At the end of the match, home team and away team points should be totaled at the bottom of the left
column to reveal the match score.
In the right hand column, labeled “Individual Player Stats”, there are columns for each player’s match results
which include total addas, total points, darts thrown, score left (DT and SL are used to calculate a player’s 501
averages). For the 501 game average (if there are more than four players competing on your team in any given
match, not every player will have 501 statistics, so this section should be left blank for these players). Please
complete each 501 players’ darts thrown (DT) and score left (SL). DT is the total number of darts thrown during
the game, and SL is zero for the winner, and the amount of the losing player’s score when the game ended. For
further explanation of 501 average, please see “501 Average Instructions” included in your packet.
Ins and Outs for 01 games are also recorded in the right hand column as well as the two left hand columns.
Both ins and outs are tracked for individual awards, with the player having the highest of each at the end of the
season receiving cash prizes. Captains should record the ins and outs at the conclusion of each game.
At the conclusion of each match, captains should reconcile their score sheet with the opposing team’s captain.
After the sheets are reconciled, each captain should sign both sheets signifying agreement with the totals.
Within 72 hours of the end of the match (or midnight on Thursday), the HOME TEAM CAPTAINS
should report match results on the website at www.addarts.com. On the menu bar, choose “submit results”,
then choose your match on the submit results page, and enter your password. If you do not know your password,
email coordinator@addadarts.com. The submit results page will have fields identical to your score sheet so you
can enter the match results. Once you have completed this page and confirmed your entry, the team standings
and individual stats throughout the website are automatically updated and can be checked within 15 minutes of
submission.
Special Notes for A and B Divisions:
A Division plays best 2 out of 3 games for all single games and B plays best 2 out of 3 in Singles Cricket.
ADDAS: The game with the highest ADDAs for each player is used to denote ADDAs for that player.
501 Score: DT is an average of the matches played. SL is the average of the matches played.
- If the darts thrown (DT) for all 3 games is 30, 30, 15 the average would be 25 (75/3)
- If shots left (SL) for all 3 games is 50, 0, 100 the average would be 50 (150/3)
- If the average is not a whole number, round up if above .5 and round down if below .5
Visitor gets choice of cork in game 1, the loosing player gets choice of cork for the remainder of the games.
There is a spreadsheet to help with these calculations (A Division Score Sheet Helper)
and can be downloaded on the website: www.addadarts.com under the Documents/Monday Night Documents
menu.

